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French mission to Mount Carmel
1. ARVIEUX, Laurent d’; Gerard KUIPERS (transl.). Reis naar de legerplaats
van den grooten Emir, en beschrijving, van de zeeden en gewoonten, der woestynbewoonende Arabieren … Uit het Fransch vertaald en met aanteekeningen
vermeerderd door G. Kuipers ...
Utrecht, Henricus van Otterloo, 1780. 8°. With engraved title-page with a
vignette by De Vries (a female figure reading from “H[eilige] Schriftuur” (Holy
Scripture) with 4 putti and in the background a desert scene with tents, camels
and dozens of mostly dark-skinned people, apparently representing nomads), 3
full-page engraved plates by Izaak de Wit Jansz., an engraved half-page illustration
(unsigned), headpieces built up from rococo typographic ornaments and woodcut
tailpieces. Contemporary half tree calf, gold-tooled spine with red morocco label,
shell-marbled sides.
€ 2500
First Dutch edition of D’Arvieux’s Voyage ... vers le grand Emir, translated and annotated
by Gerard Kuipers. Well-versed in Arabic, Turkish, Persian, Hebrew and Syriac languages
and dressed in local costume, D’Arvieux travelled widely in the Levant. He resided in
Sidon (or Saïda) in Lebanon (then under Ottoman rule) from 1653 to 1664, when he was
sent on a mission to the Arabs of Mount Carmel in Palestine, which is narrated in the
present work. The account includes a general description of the traditions and customs
of nomadic tribes and is illustrated with 3 fine plates, showing an Arabian horseman,
the Emir and the Emir’s wife. It was first edited and posthumously published by Jean La
Roque in 1717.
Slightly browned, 2 conjugate leaves detached, binding shows some wear, otherwise in
very good condition.
[6], XL, 384, [16] pp. Tiele, Bibl. 55; cf. Atabey 38; Blackmer 50 (both 1st French ed.). ☞ More on our website

First edition of Bartlett’s last pictorial work
2. BARTLET T, William Henry. Jerusalem revisited.
London, Arthur Hall, Virtue & Co., 1855. Large 8°. With an engraved frontispiece: a view of Mount Zion with the Jaffa gate and an engraved
title-page with view of the Jewish hospital, a folding panorama of Jerusalem (13.5 × 47.5 cm), 18 (of 19) full-page engraved plates with protective
tissue guard leaves, and 20 woodcuts in the text. Contemporary blind-blocked buckram.
€ 400
First edition of the last illustrated travel account by William Henry Bartlett (1809–1854), published after his death by his brother Frederick Augustus Bartlett
(1811–1864). Returning from his last journey to the Middle East, Bartlett died on board of a ship between Malta and Marseilles and was buried at sea. William
Henry Bartlett was apprenticed to the topographer John Britton (1771–1857), and became one of the foremost topographical illustrators during the early
Victorian era. He travelled extensively through the Middle East, Europe, America and the Balkans. During his travels he wrote reports that he also illustrated,
including the very interesting picturesque travel books Walks about the city and environs of Jerusalem (1844), The Nile boat (1849) and Forty days in the desert
(1851). His Jerusalem revisited is the outcome of his last journey in 1854 and is meant as a supplement to his Walks about the city (eleven years earlier) with more
extensive and expert descriptions and illustrations, especially of cites he had not yet visited in 1844 and thus did not cover in his previous work. Each page of
the text appears in a frame of rules.
With a blind stamp of the bookseller George
Williams Fulcher (1795–1855) at Sudbury,
Suffolk on the first flyleaf and the rules of the
library at Alvechurch, south of Birmingham
glued onto the front pastedown. Lacking 1
plate, as noted. front hinge weak, head and
foot of spine worn, some occasional spotting
and foxing, otherwise in good condition.
W.H. Bartlett’s last travel account, devoted
to Jerusalem.
XII, 202 pp. Cyprus and the Levant: rare books from the
Sylvia Ioannou Foundation, p. 29; not in Blackmer; Hage
Chahine; for Bartlett in general: DNB, 3, p. 335; Hussein I.
El-Mudarris & Olivier Salmon, Romantic travel through
Bartlett’s engravings (2007); A. M. Ross, William Henry
Bartlett, artist, author and traveller (1973), which also
reprints William Beattie, Brief memoir of the late William
Henry Bartlett (1855). ☞ More on our website

First edition of a sumptuous account of a voyage to Russia, Persia and the East Indies,
with large folding views of Moscow and Isfahan (194 × 42 cm)
3. BRUYN (LE BRUN), Cornelis de. Reizen over Moskovie, door Persie en Indie: verrykt met driehondert konstplaten, vertoonende de
beroemste lantschappen en steden, ook de byzondere dragten, beesten, gewassen en platen, die daer gevonden worden ...
Amsterdam, Willem and David Goeree for the author, 1711. Folio (40 × 25.5 cm). With engraved frontispiece by Bernard Picart, engraved
author’s portrait, 2 folding engraved maps, 109 engraved plates (13 folding, 55 double-page, 41 full-page) and 36 engraved illustrations in text.
Contemporary blind-tooled vellum.
€ 9000
First edition of one of the most richly illustrated accounts of a voyage to Russia, Persia and adjacent countries and territories by the Dutch artist and traveller
Cornelis de Bruyn (1652–1726/27). De Bruyn sailed for Archangel in 1701, proceeding to Moscow, where he stayed for over a year. In 1703 he left Moscow,
traveling by way of Asia Minor (Turkey) to Persia, where he remained until 1705. After nearly a year in Isfahan, he headed for Persepolis, the ancient
Achaemenid palace complex, the ruins of which had his special interest. He spent three months there, carefully drawing the ruins of the palace, the remaining
reliefs and cuneiform inscriptions. His drawings of these ruins are the first reliable pictures of this palace made accessible for Western scholars. Leaving Persia
in 1705 he proceeded to India, Ceylon and the East Indies. He returned by much the same route, residing in Persia in 1706 and 1707, visiting, amongst other
things, the ruins of Pasaragdes. The plates include large folding views of Moscow and Isfahan (194 × 40.5 cm!), portraits of Samoyeds, as well as many illustrations of local flora and fauna.
Title-page with 1.5 cm trimmed off the lower margin and mounted on similar old paper, the lower corners of four preliminary leaves crudely reinforced, some
plates with folds reinforced as well, and plate 127 with a part of the margin torn-off, just touching the image; otherwise a good copy with some occasional
spots. Front hinge partly cracked, the binding slightly soiled and lacking the clasp, but still firm and good.
[8], 472, [12] pp. Howgego, to 1800, B177; Klaversma & Hannema 310; STCN (9 copies); Tiele, Bibl. 209. ☞ More on our website

The future King Philip II of Spain’s travels from Spain to the Low Countries:
eye-witness account by his tutor
4. CALVETE DE ESTRELL A, Juan Cristóbal. El felicissimo viaje d’el muy alto y
muy poderoso Principe Don Phelippe, hijo d’el Emperador Don Carlos Quinto Maximo,
desde España à sus tierras dela Baxa Alemaña: con la descripcion de todos los estados de
Brabante y Flandes. Escrito en quatro libros, ...
Antwerp, Martinus Nutius I, 1552 (colophon 25 May 1552). Small 2° (27 × 19.5 cm). With
the woodcut arms of Charles V on title-page, a full-page woodcut triumphal arch erected
in Ghent for Philip’s entry, Nutius’s woodcut device at the end, and dozens of woodcut
decorated initials (4 series). Near contemporary limp vellum, with 6 fragments of a 16th-century manuscript reinforcing the spine of the bookblock, blind – and (later) gold-tooled
spine.
€ 12 000
First (and only early) edition, in the original Spanish, of an eyewitness account of the future King
Philip II of Spain’s travels from Spain through Italy and the German states to the Low Countries
from 1548 to 1550 or 1551, intended as preparation for the duties he would face when he succeeded
to (in the event only some of ) the titles of his father, the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, who was
also King Charles I of Spain.
The Aragon humanist scholar Juan Cristóbal Calvete de Estrella (ca. 1510/20?–1593) served in the
Spanish court of Charles V, who appointed him tutor to Prince Philip (1527–1598) in 1541. He
accompanied Philip on these travels, so that his book forms an essential primary source for both
the life and personality of the future King Philip II, who was to bring Spain its golden age and its
greatest power and wealth, and for the early beginnings of his relations with the Netherlands, which
was to revolt against the King, bring about Spain’s fall from power and develop its own golden age
as an independent state. Calvete de Estrella remained in Antwerp when Philip returned to Spain,
having his book printed there. It is an excellent piece of book production, anticipating the role
Antwerp was to play as Europe’s leading centre of printing and publishing.
With an early marginal manuscript note and occasional later (mostly pencil) notes and marks. With
a small worm trail in the inner foot margin of about 40 leaves, not approaching the text, and faint
marginal water stains in the last and first three leaves, but still in very good condition. The cover
has nearly come loose from the bookblock, has some tears and stains, has lost its 2 pair of ties and
the endpapers are tattered.
[8], 335, [19] ll. Adams C264; Belg. Typ. 539; Iberian books 2403; Landwehr, Splendid ceremonies 14; Palau 40491. ☞ More on our
website

Isabel Godin des Odonais journey down the Amazon
5. [CONDAMINE, Charles Marie de la]. Lettre de M.D.L.C. à M*** sur le sort des
astronomes qui ont eu part aux dernières mesures de la terre, depuis 1735.
Including: Isabelle GODIN DES ODONAIS. Lettre de M. Godin des Odonais, & l’aventure tragique de Madame Godin dans son voyage de la province de Quito, à Cayenne, pas le
fleuve des Amazones.
[Maastricht, 1778?]. 8°. Contemporary wrappers.
€ 2500
Rare offprint of 2 letters, originally published in Charles Marie de la Condamine’s Relation abregée d’un
voyage fait dans l’interieur de l’Amérique méridionale (Maastricht, 1778). The first letter gives an acount of
Condamine’s journey aimed at measuring the circumference of the earth. The second is a letter by the
French Isabel Godin des Odonais (1728–1792) to Condamine. In this letter, she describes her terrible
journey from the province Quito (Ecuador) to Cayenne (French Guiana) via the Amazon. At first Isabel
would join her husband, Jean, on his expedition to measure the earth, but couldn’t because she got
pregnant. When Jean wanted to return home, he was refused permission by the Spanish and Portuguese
authorities because he was a Frenchmen. Isabel decided to sail with a small crew down the Amazon, a
3000-mile journey. Most of the crew either died or abandoned Isabel, and after being on her own for
nine days, she met some Indians who helped her to reach Cayenne.
With a few faint stains on some of the last pages, otherwise in good condition.
30 pp. (= p. 329–359 of the original work). Ferreiro, Measure of the earth, pp. 270–271; Garraux, p. 164 (“Pièces fort rares et non citées dans
Brunet, ni dans les catalogues spéciaux sur l’Amérique”); Sabin 38482. ☞ More on our website

Memoirs of an African American whaler
6. [CUFFEE, Paul]. Narrative of the life and adventures of Paul Cuffe, a Pequot Indian:
during thirty years spent at sea and in travelling in foreign lands.
Vernon, Horace N. Bill, 1839. 8°. Modern cloth.
€ 5500
First edition of Paul Cuffe(e) junior’s narrative, describing his adventurous life at sea. Although Cuffee
is identified in the title as a Pequot Indian, he was of Wampanoag and African Ashanti descent and the
son of the famous abolitionist and African colonizer with the same name. With his father he made his
first voyage in 1813 when he joined the whaler Atlas as a 12-year old harpooner. The ship was seized by
the English and Cuffee was held on Jamaica for eight months. He managed to escape and spent the
next decades aboard a number of whalers, visiting Brazil, the Azores, Peru, and the Society Islands. The
factual narrative makes for interesting reading and “is one of the scarcest and most sought after of all
accounts of the American whale-fishery” (Howgego).
Some dampstains. Good copy with a clipping from the Mystic Seaport Newsletter on the Paul Cuffe
Memorial Fellowship loosely inserted.
21, [3 blank] pp. Hill 403; Howgego, 1800–1850, C57; WorldCat (7 copies). ☞ More on our website

Detailed account
of a commercial expedition to Senegal and Sierra-Leone,
attractive copy with 18 engraved plates and 16 maps
7. DURAND, Jean-Baptiste-Léonard. Voyage au Sénégal, ou mémoires
historiques, philosophiques et politiques sur les découvertes, les établissemens et le
commerce des Européens dans les mers de l’Océan Atlantique, depuis le Cap-Blanc
jusqu’à la rivière de Serre-Lionne inclusivement; suivis de la relation d’un voyage par
terre de l’île Saint-Louis à Galam, et du texte arabe de trois traités de commerce faits
par l’auteur avec les princes de pays.
Paris, Henri Agasse, 1802. 2 volumes (1 text and 1 atlas). 4°. Atlas with an engraved
portrait of Léonard Durand, 16 double-page engraved maps (mostly folding) and 27
engraved plates. Modern dark green half morocco, gold-tooled spine, upper edges
gilt.
€ 6500
Attractive copy of the first edition, in the original French, of an account of the 15-month commercial expedition to Senegal and Sierra-Leone, initiated by the French African Company
and led by Jean-Baptiste-Léonard Durand (1742–1812). Durand gives a detailed description
of the native inhabitants and their customs, the geography, flora and fauna, also giving
valuable information on European trade and commerce in the area, the relationship between
the Europeans and African tribes, and of the things he accomplished and agreed upon with
the local authorities. The atlas volume includes three copies of commercial treaties drawn up
in French and Arabic; many very detailed maps of the coast of Senegal and of the settlements
along the river Senegal; and illustrations with scenes of daily life and domestic vegetation
and animals.
With only a few occasional spots and stains. Overall in very good condition, wholly
untrimmed, with all deckles intact, leaving generous margins.
[4], XXXII, 420; VIII, [4], 68 [1 blank] pp. Chadenat 4746; Hogg 175a; cf. Gay 2892 (8vo edition); Kainbacher, p. 110;
Nissen ZBI 1214. ☞ More on our website

North-West Passage
not through Hudson Bay
8. ELLIS, Henry. Reize naar de baai van Hudson, ter ontdekkinge
van eenen Noord-wester doortogt, gedaan in de jaaren 1746. en
1747.
Leiden, Elie Luzac jun., 1750. 8°. With large folding engraved map
(18 × 44.5 cm), and 9 engraved plates, mostly folding by N. van
Frankendaal, with captions in French and Dutch. Contemporary
red half roan.
€ 2950
First and only Dutch edition of a description of the voyage of the ships
Dobbs and California under the command of the captains Moor and
Smith to Hudson Bay in Canada (1746–1747), where they unsuccessfully sought a North-West passage, first published in English in 1748.
Henry Ellis, hydrographer and mineralogist, accompanied the expedition. Reaching the head of the bay they discovered to their dismay
that its unnavigable rivers offered no further passage. In addition to
debunking the theory of a North-West passage through Hudson Bay,
the book gives valuable observations on tides and on eskimo life.
Spine slightly rubbed; upper hinges weak. Good, uncut copy of a description of an unsuccesfull search for a North-West passage via Hudson Bay.
XXXII, 440 pp. Cat NHSM, p. 301; Cox II, p. 8; JCB 927; Sabin 22315; cf. Howgego, to 1800,
M162. ☞ More on our website

Portuguese Catholic subjugation
of ancient Christians in India’s Malabar Coast
9. GOUVEIA, António de. Jornada do Arcebispo de Goa Dom Frey Aleixo de
Menezes primaz da India Oriental, …
With: (2) M E N E S E S , Aleixo de. Synodo diocesano da Igreia Bispado de
Angamaledo dos antigos Christaõs de Sam Thome das Serras do Malavar das partes
da India Oriental.
Coimbra, Diego Gomez de Loureyro, 1606. 2 complementary works in 1 volume.
Folio. The first work with the large woodcut coat of arms of the Archbishop of
Braga on title-page. 18th century calf.
€ 6500
Rare first edition, in the original Portuguese, of a detailed eye-witness account of the travels
and religious work of Aleixo de Menezes (1559-1617), Archbishop of Goa, by António de
Gouveia (ca. 1568/75-1628), who accompanied him during much of his work on India’s
Malabar coast. It gives special emphasis to his subjugation of the Saint Thomas Christians
to Rome. This community had been established in Malabar in the first centuries of the first
millennia and had been part of the Eastern Christian Church. Its existence was unknown to
Europeans until Vasco da Gama came to India in 1498. De Menezes, appointed Archbishop
of Goa in 1595, was particularly aggressive in persecuting those who did not follow Rome’s
Latin rite.
Although the second work was clearly designed to accompany the first it is rarer and even
when it is bound with the first work it is sometimes found incomplete. The present copy is
complete, including even the final integral blank leaf. It provides a further account of the
Saint Thomas Christians, including the official documents of the 1599 Synod of Diamper.
Today even Catholics deplore the destruction of this ancient branch of Christianity, but the
two present works preserve a remarkable record of what was lost, giving many details of the
group’s history, practices and liturgy.
Lacks the last 9-leave chapter of ad. 2: Missa. With a few contemporary annotations. Binding
slightly rubbed. Pages slightly browned. Some small holes in the margins of the first few
pages and a stain to the same. Margins of the last few pages repaired. Otherwise in good
condition.
[6], 152; [2], 62 ll. Ad 1: Goldsmith BMC STC Spain & Portugal G304; Palau 106451 note; Porbase (8 copies); ad 2:
Porbase (1 incomplete copy); not in Goldsmith; Palau. ☞ More on our website

Historical narrative
of a voyage to India and Persia
written by a surgeon of the British Royal Navy
10. IVES, Edward. Reize naar Oost-Indië en Persië, en de daar
omliggende landen. Ondernomen langs een’ ongewoonen weg.
Amsterdam, De Compagnie, 1779. 2 volumes bound as 1. 4°. With 2
engraved title-pages, 2 folding engraved maps, one of India (44 × 51 cm),
the other tracking Ives’s journey from Basra to Latakia (ca. 42 × 56 cm),
and 9 engraved plates (including 1 large folding). Early 20th-century
boards.
€ 2950
First Dutch edition (second issue) of Ives’s account of his voyage from England
to India and his journey from Persia to England. From 1753 to 1757 the naval
surgeon and traveller Edward Ives (1719–1786) was surgeon of the Kent, the
flagship of Vice-Admiral Charles Watson, commander-in-chief in the East
Indies. The squadron sailed via the Cape of Good Hope and Madagascar
to India, where they visited the chief English settlements and major cities,
Ives attending the company hospitals and staff in each place. When Admiral
Watson died in August 1757, Ives’s own health was also somewhat impaired and
he resigned his appointment, travelling home overland from Basra, through
Baghdad, Mosul and Aleppo, via Cyprus to Livorno and Venice, and finally
through Germany and the Netherlands, arriving in England in March 1759
(ODNB). The plates include depictions of an altar, a Hooka (a Persian tobacco
water-pipe, in the large folding plate), the tower of Babel, views of the forts
St. David and Geriah, and an amulet with Arabic inscriptions, together with
Dutch translations.
Small marginal tear in 1 map and the folding plate, vol. 2 with loss of some
paper in lower blank part of C4 and the last 3 quires browned. A wide-margined copy of Ives’s narrative in good condition.
[16], 324; [1], [1 blank], [1], [1 blank], 379, [1] pp. Tiele, Bibl. 22; cf. Cox I, p. 299 (English ed.); on the
author: ODNB online ed. ☞ More on our website

Important collection of voyages to America and Africa,
together with a standard work on Constantinople
11. [JUSTEL, Henri]. Recueil de divers voyages faits en Afrique et en l’Amerique.
Paris, Louis Billaine, 1674. With 17 engraved plates: 5 maps (4 folding), 3 folding plans and 9 other illustrations.
With: (2) GRELOT, Guillaume-Joseph. Relation nouvelle d’un voyage de Constantinople.
Paris, Nicolas Belley, 1689 (colophon 1680). With engraved portrait of a saint on title-page, 13 engraved plates, 4 engravings in text and engraved
coat of arms. 2 works in 1 volume. 4°. 18th-century tan calf, gold-tooled spine.
€ 18 000
Ad 1: First edition (first issue) of a very interesting collection
of voyages made to Africa and America, translated from the
French, Latin and Portuguese originals and edited by Henri
Justel (1620–1693). The work is richly illustrated with engravings, some showing Caribbean pottery, and engraved maps of
New England, Jamaica , Barbados and Abyssinia.
Ad 2: First edition (second issue) of an important work on
Constantinople. In 1680 Guillaume-Joseph Grelot, an artist-traveller, having spent some time in Constantinople, first
published a book of engravings after his drawings, along with
extensive commentary and accounts of his adventures. His book
immediately went through several editions. Even his English
publisher bragged of Grelot’s success with Louis: “The King of
France was so pleased with these draughts, that he commanded
the author to make them publick, and gave him his letters
patents, strictly forbidding any to invade his propriety, by
copying them after him”.
With some small tears in a few plates, but otherwise in good
condition, with occasional minor browning along the folds of
some plates; 1 view in ad 2 backed with blank paper. Well illustrated accounts of Africa, America and Constantinople.
[16], 262, 35 [1 blank], 23 [1 blank], 49 [1 blank], [2], 81 [1 blank]; [12], 306, 1 [1
blank] pp. Ad 1: Alden & Landis 674/159; Sabin 36944; Streit 648; ad 2: Weber II,
369; cf. Atabey 527 ; Blackmer 750. ☞ More on our website

Autograph of La Pérouse
requesting 400 metres of canvas
for his schooner
12. L A PÉROUSE, Jean-François de Galaup de.
[Short autograph note signed by La Pérouse].
[At sea, ca. 1781–1785]. Short manuscript note in ink on
a small sheet of laid paper (12 × 13.5 cm).
€ 22 500
An exceptionally rare autograph note signed by the great
French explorer La Pérouse. The extraordinary story and
achievements of La Pérouse are well known, and recounted
in the handsome official account of his expedition. However,
because he was lost without trace mid-voyage, manuscript
material relating to his life is very rare indeed. In the present
note La Pérouse asks that his boat be given an impressive 286
“aunes” of canvas which is needed on board. An “aune” is
an old-fashioned French measure usually translated as ell or
cubit: its length could vary but the normal French/Parisian
aune was about 118 cm, meaning that La Pérouse is in fact
asking for about 340 metres of canvas. The sheer quantity
of the request speaks to La Pérouse having written the note
while in charge of a large vessel.
The document is counter-signed and noted as “delivered” by
one “Deletombe”: it seems very likely that this is PhilippeAndré-Joseph de Létombe, who arrived in the United States
in 1781, and was the French Consul in Boston and a correspondent of Thomas Jefferson. If this identification is correct,
the note would possibly date from La Pérouse’s cruising in the
West Indies and along the coast to Hudson Bay in 1781 and
1782.
With old folds, clearly and legibly written and docketed; in
very good condition.
☞ More on our website

Essay on chronometry resulting from Roquemaurel’s circumnavigation
13. MOUCHEZ, Amédée Ernest Barthélemy. Observations chronométriques faites pendant la campagne de circumnavigation de la corvette
La Capricieuse, commandée par M. Roquemaurel, capitaine de vaisseau.
Paris, Firmin Didot frères, 1855. With 4 folding plates.
With:
(2) MOUCHEZ, Amédée Ernest Barthélemy. Longitudes chronométriques des principaux points de la cote du Brésil, rapportées au premier
méridien de Rio-Janeiro.
Paris, Paul Dupont, 1863.
(3) MOUCHEZ, Amédée Ernest Barthélemy. Positions géographiques des principaux points de la cote orientale de l’Amérique du Sud
comprise entre la Guyane Française et le Paraguay.
Paris, Paul Dupont, 1868. 3 works in 1 volume. 8°. Contemporary grained red half sheepskin.
€ 3500
First edition of an important treatise on chronometry by Ernest Barthélémy Mouchez, who sailed
as astronomer in the Capricieuse commanded
by Roquemaurel. The work contains extensive
technical and methodological information on
chronometry and the use of chronometric instruments, followed by observations made during
the Capricieuse’s circumnavigation with detailed
notes on the Pacific (Marquesas Islands, Tahiti),
Cochinchina, the Sunda Islands, and the coasts of
China and Korea. Bound with two other valuable
essays resulting from scientific expeditions along
the coast of South America, notably Brazil.
In very good condition
VIII, 139, [1] pp. Ad 2–3: Garraux, Bibliographie brésilienne, pp.
202–3; cf. DSB IX, p. 551; not in Borba de Moraes; Sabin. ☞ More
on our website

Journey through America in 1817, in Dutch translation
14. PALMER, John. Dagverhaal eener reize in de Vereenigde Staten van Noord-America, en Neder-Canada, gedaan in 1817. Uit het Engelsch,
met eene inleiding, bevattende een statistisch overzigt der Vereenigde Staten van Noord-America, volgens de beste en nieuwste berigten. Met
eene nieuwe kaart.
Haarlem, heirs of François Bohn, 1820. 8°. With large folding map of America (34.5 × 44.5 cm), engraved by D. Veelwaard after John Melish,
borders and outlines in contemporary hand-colouring. Contemporary half calf.
€ 1950
First and only edition of the Dutch translation of a journal
of a journey through North America and southern Canada
by John Palmer, illustrated with an engraved map of North
America, hand-coloured in outline. The extensive introduction gives a short statistical survey of North America. On
28 March 1817 Palmer set sail from Liverpool bound for the
United States, together with William Cobbett. He visited New
York, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Tennessee, Ohio,
Kentucky, Virginia, Indiana, Missouri, Quebec and more. The
journal is of special interest for the contemporary prices of land
and provisions, the observations on the country and the people,
and the descriptions of the trade and commerce of the principal
towns. “Mr. Palmer travelled through ... the greater part of the
country he describes; but he confesses that the outlines of his
travels were filled up from other books. A plain man of good
sense and slow judgment” (Sabin).
With a note from the manager of the publishing house (heirs of
François Bohn) on title-page, explicitly declaring (probably for
a tax-acknowledgement) in the lower margin in brown ink that
the book was printed in Bohn’s own printing house at Bohn’s
own expense, signed: P.C. van Olpen, Haarlem, 25 October
1820. Some occasional foxing, otherwise in very good condition.
Binding rubbed along the extremities, but otherwise good.
44, 318, [4] pp. Clark, Old South II, 227; Howes P49; Sabin 58362. ☞ More on
our website

Second and improved edition of one the finest items of Australiana
15. PÉRON, François Auguste and Louis Claude de Saulses de FREYCINET. Voyage de découvertes aux Terres Australes, fait par ordre
du gouvernement, sur les corvettes le Géographe, le Naturaliste et la goëlette le Casuarina, pendant les années 1800, 1801, 1802, 1803 et 1804;
historique.
Paris, (printed by Lebel for) Arthus Bertrand, 1824. 4 text volumes (8°) and 1 atlas volume (folio). With lithographed portrait of François Péron;
the atlas with engraved title-page and 68 (27 hand-coloured) lithographed plates, maps and charts, including a double-page map of Australia.
Contemporary gold-tooled red half sheepskin.
€ 35 000
Second and improved edition of the famous account of the
French Baudin expedition to Australia in the years 1800–1804.
The objective of the expedition, commanded by Captain
Baudin, was to thoroughly examine the Australian south coast
in order to find the strait that supposedly divided New Holland
into two almost equal islands. Baudin, a sick man, was in no
condition to command such a strenuous and ambitious voyage,
and Péron, the naturalist of the expedition, bitterly criticized
his conduct. Baudin surveyed the coast westward from Wilson’s
Promontory, met Mathew Flinders in Encounter Bay and sailed
for Sydney where he stayed for six months. Here Baudin sent
the ship Le Naturaliste to Europe, purchased the Casuarina and
put Freycinet, the expedition’s cartographer, in command of her.
The expedition proceeded along the west coast, and sailed to
Mauritius by way of Timor. Baudin died in Mauritius in 1803,
and Freycinet left the Casuarina on the island and returned to
France.
The present narrative, begun by Péron and finished by Freycinet,
contains a valuable account of life in Sydney, as well as important
descriptions of the natural history of the Australia’s west coast,
which destroyed the myth that this part of Australia was completely arid and desolate. The atlas includes two fine views of
Sydney, a beautiful depiction of the platypus, fine portraits, as
well as several excellent charts drawn by Freycinet. “The journals
of the voyage are among the finest items of Australiana ever
published” (Davidson). A very good set.
XXIV, 400; 532; 432; 353, [4] pp.; Atlas vol. [10] pp. text (Index of plates). Ferguson 978 and 979; Davidson, pp. 108–110; Howgego, 1800 to 1850, B18, F32, and P21; Wantrup 82. ☞ More on our website

Exploring New Mexico and Louisiana and searching for the source of the Mississippi,
while unknowingly supporting plans for empire in the Southwest
16. PIKE, Zebulon Montgomery. Reize naar Nieuw-Mexico en de binnenlanden van Louisiana, voorgegaan door eenen togt naar de bronnen
der Mississippi.
Amsterdam, Cornelis Timmer (colophon: printed by A. Breeman & Co.), 1812. 2 volumes. 8°. With 3 engraved folding maps: the first two
showing the interior of Louisiana and the third the Mississippi River. Contemporary half calf, gold-tooled spine.
€ 4950
First and only edition of the Dutch translation of a well-known
account of the two expeditions of the United States soldier and
explorer Zebulon Montgomery Pike (1779–1813): searching for the
sources of the Mississippi River and exploring New Mexico and the
western parts of Louisiana.
“For several years he [Pike] served with the frontier army, restlessly
awaiting an opportunity to distinguish himself. At length it came,
when Gen. James Wilkinson directed him to lead an exploring party
to the source of the Mississippi. [Afterwards] The young lieutenant
was … dispatched upon a longer and more important expedition,
setting out from St. Louis on July 1, 1806. He was instructed to explore
the headwaters of the Arkansas and Red rivers and to reconnoitre the
Spanish settlements of New Mexico … After returning to the United
States, Pike found his name coupled ... with the Burr-Wilkinson
scheme for empire in the Southwest” (DAB).
The folding maps are reinforced in the gutter and the second half of
the second volume browned and with some foxing, otherwise in good
condition, only slightly trimmed, preserving the tranchefiles. Front
hinge cracked, but the front board still attached, spine chipped, and
some other general wear.
VIII, 327, [1]; [4], 374 pp. Sabin 62840 (2 maps); Streeter, Texas 1047B; cf. DAB XIV, pp.
599–600; Howgego, 1800–1850, P27–28. ☞ More on our website

Siebold’s last journey to Japan,
in original publisher’s wrappers
17. SIEBOLD, Alexander Freiherr von. Ph. Fr. von Siebold’s letzte Reise nach
Japan 1859–1862 ... von seinem ältesten Sohne.
Berlin, Kisak Tamai, 1903. 8° (22.5 × 14 cm). With title-page in Japanese and
German, 2 half-tone plates showing photographic portraits of Philip von Siebold
(1 with his son Alexander) and 3 photographic views in the text. Original publisher’s printed cloth-covered paper wrappers, with publisher’s advertisements printed
on paste-downs.
€ 1950
Rare first edition of the account of Siebold’s second and final journey to, and stay in,
Japan, from 1859 till 1861, written by his eldest son, Alexander von Siebold (1846–1911),
who accompanied his father Philip Franz von Siebold (1796–1866) on the trip and gives
a lively account of their experiences. They travelled first to Batavia and then to Japan,
where they stayed in Von Siebold’s home Narutaki near Nagasaki. Von Siebold practised
medicine there as he had in the 1820s, and many of his old patients and students came to
visit him. Von Siebold also continued to search for material for his botanical collection.
Alexander’s account informs the reader about religious customs and literature, his own
experiences in learning to speak Malayan and Japanese, and mastering the difficult art of
writing Japanese using the Chinese “kan” (kanji) characters, also discussing the Japanese
hiragana and katakana syllabary systems. Besides the four pages of advertisements (by
Kisak Tamai and Foek) following the main text, the paste-downs contain further Kisak
Tamai advertisements.
Slightly browned, but otherwise in very good condition. Wrappers slightly soiled.
IX, [1], 130, [4], [2 blank] pp. Cordier, Japonica, col. 477; not in Nipponalia. ☞ More on our website

Itineraries for an unidentified French-speaking
traveller through South and Central America
18. [SOUTH AMERICA]. Itinéraire de Carthargène[!] à Popaya,
Lima et Santa Crux.
[No place, ca. 1855]. 4°. Manuscript in brown ink on blue-lined (machinemade?) wove paper without watermark. Half tan cloth.
€ 3500
A series of itineraries in French for trips through South and Central America
by an unknown traveller, the title-page covering only the first two. The first
runs through Cartagena, Santafé de Bogotá and Popayan (Colombia), Quito
(Ecuador), Lima (Peru); followed by itineraries for trips from Lima to Santa
Cruz (Bolivia); Lima to Santiago (Chile); Santa Cruz to Asunción (Paraguay);
Asunción to Rio de Janeiro (Brazil); Rio de Janeiro to Montevideo (Uruguay);
and finally from Santafé de Bogotá via Medelin (Colombia), Panama City
(Panama) and Nicaragua to Antigua (Guatemala). Although the heading for
the last itinerary indicates that it continues to Mexico, the description does
not. Many additional sites are mentioned along the way including important
archaeological sites, such as Cusco. The itineraries give a great deal of information about the sites (more than 2 pages on Lima, for example), including the
populations of most of the cities.
With some leaves not used for the present manuscript lacking. In good condition,
with the lower edge of 1 leaf dirty and an occasional minor spot.
[2], 22, [2], [40 blank] pp. ☞ More on our website

Important account of Cape province
20. THUNBERG, Carl Peter. Resa uti Europa, Africa, Asia, förrättad åren 1770–1779.
Uppsala, Joh. Edman, 1788–1793. 4 volumes. 8°. With 9 full-page and 1 folding engravings, depicting African and Japanese weapons and
ornaments. Early 19th-century half calf.
€ 2250
First edition of Thunberg’s famous journey to South Africa, Indonesia, Japan and Ceylon in the years 1770 to 1779, in Swedish. “Contains material of great
ethnographical interest” (DSB).
In 1770 Carl Peter Thunberg (1743–1828), a student of Linnaeus, received a travel scholarship. On his way to Paris, he met the Burman family in Amsterdam,
via whom he was offered the extraordinary opportunity to travel to Japan on a Dutch merchant vessel. There he was supposed to collect plants for the
Amsterdam botanical garden. Japan was closed to all foreigners except the Dutch, and, in order to pass for a Dutchman, Thunberg stayed three years in the
Cape Province to learn the language. In this period, he made three journeys to the interior of the country, collecting and describing more than three thousand
species, of which about one thousand were new to science. In 1775 he travelled on to Java, where he stayed half a year, and in August 1775, he arrived in Japan.
Although his movements were restricted, he nevertheless managed to collect species via his interpreters. He left Japan in 1776, and travelled home via
Java, Ceylon, and South Africa.
The present work contains his account of this
important journey. “His narrative affords considerable information respecting the natural history
of [Africa], together with notes on the Hottentots,
Kaffirs, and slaves, and general remarks on the state
of the Cape at this period.” (Mendelssohn). The
volumes were published in 1788, 1789, 1791, and
1793. Stafleu & Cowan list German, English and
French editions.
With bookplate. Lacking the half-title to volume 2;
extensive annotations in ink and pencil on endpapers
and margins; some browning and foxing. The first
edition of Thunberg’s famous account.
[26], 389, [1]; [30], 384; [14], 414; [36], 341, [1] pp. BMC NH, p.
2108; Cordier, Japonica, col. 445; Stafleu & Cowan 14357; cf. DSB
XIII, pp. 391–393; Mendelssohn II, pp. 499–500; Stafleu, Linnaeus
and the Linnaeans, pp. 153–155. ☞ More on our website

An experienced traveller sharing his knowledge
21. [T R AV E L – B R A Z I L – E U RO PE – A F R I C A]. Aanmerkingen
van eenen reiziger, over Hollandt, Duitschlandt, Italie, Spanje, Portugaal,
Brazilie, Africa. En eenige eilanden in de Middelandsche Zee ...
Amsterdam, Andriaan Wor, heirs of Gerard Onder de Linden, for the
translator, 1729. 4°. 19th-century white half parchment.
€ 4950
Surprisingly rare manual for travellers, soldiers and merchants by an anonymous
traveller, describing the history and most important provinces and cities of Holland,
Italy, Spain, Portugal, Brazil, several countries in Africa such as Morocco, Ethiopia
and Algeria, and the island Jersey. The author mentions the persons who played
an important role in the history of these particular areas, and assesses each city
according to the quality of its buildings, roads and fortifications. The chapter on
Brazil is especially of interest as it deals with the discovery of the country, and
with the customs and traditions of its people. The first edition, in French, was
published at The Hague by M. G. de Merville in 1728. The last ten pages of the
preliminaries give a table of contents and an alphabetical list of cities, provinces
and countries.
In very good condition, with only some very minor worm holes in the gutter
margin and spine, and the paper very slightly browned. A rare and informative
travel guide with a chapter on Brazil.
[16], 183, [1 blank] pp. Sabin 7500; Tiele 1242; cf. Borba de Moraes, p. 728 note; European Americana 729/2
(2 copies); STCN (1 copy); WorldCat (same copy). ☞ More on our website
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